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Abstract In this article we describe how input selection can be per
formed with partial retraining By detecting and removing irrelevant
input variables resources are saved generalization tends to improve and
the resulting architecture is easier to interpret In our simulations the
relevant input variables were correctly separated from the irrelevant vari
ables for a regression and a classication problem
  Introduction
Especially with a lack of domain knowledge the usual approach in neural net
work modeling is to include all input variables that may have an eect on the
output Furthermore the number of parameters of the neural network is chosen
large since with too few parameters a network is unable to learn a complex
relationship between input and output variables This approach is suboptimal
because the inclusion of irrelevant variables and the possibly abundant param
eters tends to degrade generalization Secondly resources are wasted by mea
suring irrelevant variables And 	nally a model with irrelevant variables and
parameters is more di
cult to understand
Architecture selection algorithms see eg  try to remove irrelevant
parameters andor input variables and consequently save resources improve
generalization and yield architectures which are easier to interpret In this arti
cle we will describe a new algorithm to perform input selection a subproblem
of architecture selection which exploits partial retraining 
We will 	rst in section  describe partial retraining Second in section 
we will describe how the performance of networks with dierent sets of input
variables are compared Then we will briey describe the problem of input
selection and we will introduce our algorithm to perform input selection which
exploits partial retraining in section  In section  we will perform simulations
in which our algorithm is applied for input selection in two arti	cial problems
Our conclusions and some discussion can be found in section 
 Partial retraining
Suppose we have a neural network which has been trained on N input variables
and we would like to determine the performance which can be achieved with
 
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a subset of these N input variables A naive method is to train a new neural
network on this subset to determine this performance Instead of the computa
tionally expensive process of training a new network this new network might
also be estimated based on the original network Partial retraining  assumes
that the neural network trained on all N input variables has constructed a good
representation of the data in its hidden layers needed to map the input to the
output Therefore the new network is estimated by partial retraining such that
its hiddenlayer activities are as close as possible to the hiddenlayer activities of
the original neural network although its input is restricted The performance of
this constructed network is an estimate of the performance we want to determine
Partial retraining uses the following three steps to construct the network
which only receives a subset of all variables as its input In the rst step partial
retraining determines the new weights between the subset of input variables and





















X denotes the original incoming activity of the rst hidden layer
X
 
stands for the input limited to the subset and  labels the patterns
The dierence between tting the incoming activity and tting the outgoing
activity of the hidden layer is almost negligible see eg  We prefer tting
the incoming activity since this can be done by simple and fast quadratic opti
mization Furthermore it can be easily shown  that the new weights between
the input and the rst hidden layer are chosen such that the neural network
estimates the missing values based on linear dependencies and processes the
completed input data
The compensation of the errors introduced by removing one or more input
variables is probably not perfect due to noise and nonlinear dependencies in the
data Therefore to further minimize the eects caused by the removal of one or


































hidden layer activity based on the subset of input variables and the
newly estimated weights
Finally the weights between the output and the last hidden layer are re
estimated Here we have two options either we treat the output layer as a
hidden layer and try to t the incoming activity of the original network or we
can use the output targets to calculate the desired incoming activity The rst



























is the activity of the last K
th
 hidden layer given the new weights and the
limited input
As already mentioned partial retraining is far less computationally intensive
than the naive approach ie training a new network with the restricted input
This reduction in computational needs is accomplished by the usage of implicit
knowledge about the problem which is contained in the neural network trained
on all input variables Furthermore partial retraining has a unique solution while
training a new network might converge to another local or global minimum
  Network Comparison
How are the performances of two networks with dierent sets of input variables
compared We will describe how this is done for two dierent tasks	 a regression
task and a classi
cation task For simplicity we will assume that both tasks have
only one output
We assume that the performance on a regression task is measured by the

















and output of pattern  respectively The dierence in performance between
































from a Gaussian distribution and thus also the two terms between brackets in
equation  are Gaussian distributed Under the assumption that these two
terms are independent not correlated the products average value is zero and
its standard deviation  is equal to the standard deviation of the 
rst term in
brackets in equation  times the standard deviation of the second term If P is
large the central limit theorem yields that the hypothesis that the performances
of the two networks are identical has to be rejected with signi
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is the probability that a value greater than
z is drawn from a standard Gaussian distribution ie N  
The percentage of misclassi
cations in a classi


















are the target and output
label  f g of pattern  respectively The dierence in misclassi
cations




















Let us consider the hypothesis that both networks perform equally well ie that
both have an equal chance of misclassication p which can be estimated based






 Similarities between the solutions as constructed by
the networks correlate the outputs of the networks The ratio of simultaneous










denotes the percentage of simultaneous misclassications Given this








	 to calculate the di
erence
in misclassication is on average equal to zero and has standard deviation of
 
p
p  q	 Again if P is large the central limit theorem yields that our
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  Input Selection
Since every input variable is either selected or not we have 
N
possibilities for
N input variables Using partial retraining to determine the performances of
the network given every possible combination of input variables is therefore only
feasible when the number of input variables is rather small Alternatives but
approximations for this brute force method are backward elimination forward
selection and stepwise selection see eg 	
Backward elimination starts with all input variables and removes the least
relevant variables one at the time Backward elimination stops if the performance
of network drops below a given threshold by removal of any of the remaining in
put variables Forward selection starts without any input variables sequentially
includes the most relevant variables and stops as soon as the performance of
the network exceeds a given threshold Stepwise selection is a modied version
of forward selection that permits reexamination at every step of the variables
included in the previous steps since a variable that was included at an early
stage may be come irrelevant at a later stage when other related	 variables are
also included
In our simulations we remove the least relevant variables one at the time
but unlike backward elimination we do not stop when the performance of the
network drops below a given threshold but we continue until all variables are
removed From these architectures ie with none one two  and N inputs
the smallest architecture for which the error is not signicantly di
erent from
the architecture with the minimal error is chosen Note that the parameter 
controls Occams razor The smaller  the higher the probability that a smaller
architecture is considered statistically identical to the architecture with the min
imal error In other words the smaller  the higher the chance that we arrive at
networks with only a few input variables
  Simulations
  Regression
The response of our articial regression task given the ten input variables
X
 
     X
 
which are uniformly distributed over   is given by the following
signal plus noise model 



















where  is N 
  ie standard normally distributed noise The response does












 Furthermore we assume that the ten input variables are not independent










 Based on this signal plus noise model we generated a data set of 
inputoutput patterns
We trained hundred twolayered multilayer perceptrons with ten input seven
hidden and one output unit and with the hyperbolic tangent and the identity
as transfer functions of the hidden and output layer respectively The training
procedure was as follows starting from small random initial values the weights
were updated using backpropagation on the mean squared error of a training
set of  randomly selected patterns out of the data set Training was stopped
at the minimum of the mean squared error of a validation set consisting of the
remaining  patterns With  	   out of  networks choose the rele








 the remaining  networks
did not only choose the relevant input variables but also one irrelevant input
These  networks might have been confused by random correlations between this
irrelevant input and the output in both training and validation set
  Classication
The response of our articial classication task given the ten binary input vari
ables X
 
    X
 
















where  and  code false and true respectively The response thus depends on
one very important variable 
X
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 Furthermore the response










Based on this rule we generated a data set containing  examples
We applied the same training procedures as in the regression task except that
the neural networks had only ve instead of seven hidden units After training
the patterns were classied based on their output If the output of a pattern was
larger than  the pattern was labeled true otherwise the class label was false













 The remaining two networks chose a smaller
architecture which did not include all relevant variables To be more precise one
removed variable X
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might be caused by the lack of examples in the training set since only 
patterns out of 

  possibilities were available
  Discussion
In this article we have described how input selection can be performed by using
partial retraining We focused on how the performance of neural networks with
di	erent subsets of input variables can be compared in both regression and
in classi
cation tasks Computer simulations have shown that in two arti
cial
problems this algorithm indeed selects the relevant input variables
The algorithm described in this article can be easily generalized For example
by viewing hidden units as input units of a smaller network  this algorithm
can also be used for hidden unit selection Similarly it can be used for weight
pruning by estimating the relevance of a single weight
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